In the seclusion of our concealed distillery, our master
distiller handcrafted this smooth and lush, yet refreshing
gin with three meticulously distilled imperial black teas
from Assam, Cashmere & Yunnan.
The subtle addition of carefully selected lemon peel,
lemongrass, bitter almond & grains of paradise gives Blind
Tiger Imperial Secrets its warming spiciness, which lingers
sumptuously on the tongue.
Blind Tiger Imperial Secrets is to be savoured neat,
over ice, or with the mixer of your choice.
Indulge in the luxury of
Blind Tiger Imperial Secrets!

11 BOTAN I CAL S

juniper berries, coriander seeds, grains of paradise,
angelica root, iris root, lemon peel, bitter almond,
lemon grass, china yunnan matured tea, imperial pu-erh
himalaya secret of cashmere black tea,
assam black tea harmutty

PROCES S

Our botanicals (except the teas) are macerated & distilled in
a copper pot still (400l). We add the separate distilled teas
afterwards.
500 ml – 45% abv

TASTI N G N OTES
The highly balanced and surprisingly smooth Blind Tiger
Imperial Secrets opens with a complex nose of matured grain
spirit, juniper, and spice from grains of paradise and bitter
almond.
On the palate, higher notes of citrus, coriander, and lemon
grass bleed through, backed up by a warming glow of both the
imperial black tea and the 45% alcohol grain spirit which
lingers on in the aftertaste.
Aroma and palate are interspersed by floral notes from the tea
which play a prominent role in the grand finale.

PER FECT SERVE
Blind Tiger Imperial Secrets’ smooth and balanced complexity
is best enjoyed neat, over ice or paired with a clean and smooth
tonic.
The full flavour of the Imperial Secrets is also perfectly
complemented by a ginger ale and makes a star appearance in
a hot toddy.
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AROMA ANALYSIS
Our Blind Tiger is listed in
the foodpairing.com platform
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Our Blind Tiger is listed in
the foodpairing.com platform

BOT TLE

volume: 500 ml
height: 188 mm
diameter: 80,4 mm
weight: 1020 gr
EAN code: 5430000098021

BOX

width: 177 MM
length: 256 MM
height: 200 MM
weight: 6,2 KG
6 bottles per box
EAN code: 5430000098120

PALLET

width: 800 mm
length: 1200 mm
height: 1344 mm
weight: 732 kg
19 boxes per layer
6 layers per pallet
Total: 114 boxes / 684 bottles
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